Abstract
Introduction
monotypic genus depends on an integrated approach of conservation measures involving 96 detailed information on ecology, demography and genetics.
97
In this paper, we report the first genome survey of wild-ranging Asiatic wild dog, where we 98 mapped it against the closely related African wild dog (Lycaon pictus), dingo (Canis lupus 99 dingo) and domestic dog (Canis familiaris). Further, we describe dhole genome structural 100 variants, copy number variants, and simple sequence repeats and conduct mitochondrial 101 genome assembly and annotation. Finally, we also explore dhole-specific variations in coat 102 colour, dentition and mammary gland gene complexes. This genomic data would help in 103 future studies on dhole evolution and demographic history.
104

Methods
105
Sample collection, permits and ethical considerations 106 As part of an ongoing study in the Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve (Permit No. D- to sort and merge the alignments from the two libraries. FreeBayes standard option, where -m option sets the mapping quality and -q sets the Phred 
153
The variant annotations were done using snpEff v4.3 in case of variants identified using 154 domestic dog and dingo as reference genomes. The variants called against the African wild 155 dog were not annotated, since there is no available genome annotation.
156
Identification of Structural and Copy Number Variants
157
To determine the structural and copy number variants we used the combined approach 158 including both read pair and read count algorithm (Tattini et al. 2015 The copy number variants were obtained using CNVnator's with docker image
166
'mustxyk/ubuntu-cnvnator' from 0.3.2 version of the tool (Abyzov et al. 2011 ). We used the 167 "-unique" option in order to obtain "q0" score of the calls as per author's recommendation.
168
The entire process used a window size of 1000 bases to identify the variants, which were later 169 filtered by taking the "q0" scores between 0-0.5. The annotations for the filtered variants were done separately by the R package intanSV.
171
Identification of Simple Sequence Repeats
172
Consensus sequence based on the Domestic Dog genome was created using bcftools 
Mitochondrial Genome Assembly
The reads mapping to the mitochondrial sequences from dingo, domestic dog and African
206
wild dog genomes were extracted using samtools bam2fastq command. These reads were 207 then error-corrected and assembled using SPAdes v3.11.1 (Bankevich et al. 2012 ) using the 208 auto-multi-kmer mode.
209
Results
210
Variant calling across the reference genomes 211
From the 124.8 Gb data generated during dhole sequencing, we retained 398659457 reads 212 after trimming low quality bases, adapters and discarding low quality sequences. In this data 213 99.16% of the clean reads were successfully mapped to the three reference genomes. We 
Variations in pelage, dentition and mammary gland related genes
250
We looked at the SNP variants in upstream region of genes coding for coat pattern, dentition 251 and mammary glands. We selected the positively selected genes having higher ratio of non- We also considered nine different genes involved in pathways for melanin formation (ASIP, Government of India.
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